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ABSTRACT 

 
ARTICLE INFO 

Social networks such as Facebook, Twitter and Google+ have attracted millions of 

users in the last years. One of the most widely used social networks, Twitter, which 

was among the biggest in Internet technology. For profit and nonprofit organizations 

primarily use such platforms for target oriented advertising and large scale 

marketing campaigns. Social networks have attracted worldwide attention because of 

their potential to address millions of users and possible future customers. The 

potential of social networks is often misused by malicious users who extract sensitive 

private information of unaware users. One of the most common ways of performing a 

large scale data harvesting attack is the use of fake profiles, where malicious users 

present themselves in profiles impersonating fictitious or real persons.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Social networking site is a website where each 

user has a problem and can keep in contact with 

friends, share their updates, meet new people who 

have the same interests. These Online Social Networks 

(OSN) uses web2.0 technology, which allows users to 

interact with each other. These social networking sites 

are growing rapidly and changing the way people keep 

in contact with each other. The online communities 

bring people with same interests together which makes 

users easier to make new friends. We created socially 

attractive fake Facebook profiles and integrated them 

into existing friendship networks to simulate a data 

harvesting attack. We analyzed the Facebook user data 

of profiles that inter-acted with our fake profiles. We 

analyzed human factors to get a deeper understanding 

of the procedure of successfully integrating a fake 

profile into an existing friendship network. We 

provided countermeasures by raising user awareness. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

 [1] A detection mechanism called Fake Profiles 

Recognizer (FPR) tor recognizing and detecting Fake 

Profiles in OSNs. The detection methodology in FPR 

is based on the functionality of Regular Expression 

and Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) 

approaches for recognizing the identity of profiles. We 

evaluated our detection system on three popular types 

of Online Sodal Networks: Facebook, Google+, and 

Twitter. The resuIts explored high accuracy, effidency, 

and low False Positive Rate of FPR mechanism in 

detecting the identities of Fake Profiles. In addition, 

our proposed detection mechanism achieved strong 

competitive results. 

  

[2] This approach is based on placing technology 

for identity management on the user side, instead of on 

the server side or in the cloud. This approach 

strengthens authentication assurance, improves 

usability, minimizes trust requirements, and has the 

advantage that trusted online inter-action can be 

upheld even in the presence of malware infection in 

client platforms. More specifically, our approach is 

based on using an OffPAD (Offline Personal 
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Authentication Device) as a trusted device to support 

the different forms of authentication that are necessary 

for trusted inter-actions. A prototype OffPAD has been 

implemented and tested in user experiments. 

 

[3] A peer-to-peer network designed to detect local 

man-in-the-middle at-tacks against secure socket 

layer/transport layer security (SSL/TLS). With 

Laribus, clients can validate the authenticity of a 

certificate presented to them by retrieving it from 

different vantage points on the network. Un-like 

previous solutions, clients do not have to trust a central 

notary service nor do they have to rely on the 

cooperation of website owners. The Laribus network is 

based on a social network graph, which allows users to 

form notary groups that improve both privacy and 

availability. It integrates several well-known 

techniques, such as secret sharing, ring sig-natures, 

layered encryption, range queries, and a distributed 

hash table (DHT), to achieve privacy-aware queries, 

scalability, and decentralization. We present the design 

and core components of Laribus, discuss its security 

properties, and also provide results from a simulation-

based feasibility study. 

. 

III. PROBLEM  STATEMENT 

 

Fake profiles are a popular tool for the intruders which 

can be used to carry out malicious activities such as 

impersonation attacks and harming person’s reputation 

and privacy in (OSN). 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 
 

Fig 1. Proposed system 

 

Mathematical Model: 

• Let S be the Closed system defined as,  

• S = {Ip, Op, A, Ss, Su, Fi} 

• Where, Ip=Set of Input, Op=Set of Output, 

Su= Success State, Fi= Failure State and A= 

Set of actions, Ss= Set of user’s states. 

• Set of input=Ip={username, password, twitter 

token, tweets, twitter account data}  

• Set of actions =A={F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6} 

Where, 

• F1= Authentication of user 

• F2 =Fetching twitter account data and 

tweets 

• F3 = preprocess twitter data 

• F4 = apply classification techniques 

• F5= apply machine learning approach 

• F6= Show predicted fake accounts 

• Set of user’s states=Ss={registration state, 

login state, search or fetch twitter data, view 

accounts, view fake accounts, logout} 

• Set of output=Op={Predicted fake accounts on 

twitter} 

• Su=Success state={Registration Success, 

Login Success, twitter API connection, 

Prediction results} 

• Fi=Failure State={Registration failed, Login 

failed, Network failure} 

 

Set of Exceptions= Ex ={NullPointerException 

while registration state, RecordNotFound 

(InvalidPassword) while login state , NullValues 

Exception while showing state, Connection Exception 

if no network/internet available} 

 

Proposed algorithm: 

NLP steps: 

Step 1: fetch the information. 

Step 2: Initialize the data 

Step 3: Perform lexical analysis 

  input=[a-z A-Z]* printf(“Identifier”) 

  input=[0-9] printf(“digit”) 

  input=[+_*&%@!$] printf(“operator”) 

Step 4: Perform syntactic analysis 

 check the grammatical rules. 

Step 5: Perform semantic analysis 

 if input=[+= A-Z a-z] printf(arithmetic expr) 

exit 

 else input=[a-z A-Z] printf(regular expr) then 

continue. 

Step 6: Extract the context by performing Concrete 

analysis. 

Step 7: Programmatic analysis. 

 if(adjective==glist) good sentiment 

 elseif(adjective==blist)bad sentiment 

Step 8: Exit.  
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

We have given a framework using which we can 

detect fake profiles in any online social network with a 

very high efficiency as high as around 95 percent. 

Fake profile detection can be improved by applying 

NLP techniques to process the posts and the profile. 

These solutions to the dual problem might find their 

way into solutions for prediction 
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